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The most fundamental stylistic difference between east and west is that western mosaics are designed to mark out divisions of space more explicitly, both between rooms and within a single room. This is seen most clearly in the treatment of doorways. In the east the entrance to the room is often marked by a small decorated panel set in the undecorated outer border in front of the threshold (as in fig. 1 ). This type of threshold "mat" is derived from the design of Classical pebble mosaics in andrones, which often have a similar panel interrupting the raised surround on which the couches stood ( fig. 2 ). The position of the panel is determined by the arrangement of the couches or a desire for symmetry, rather than by the location of the door, which means that occasionally the panel is not aligned with the door (e.g., Delos 261, 267).
This type of threshold panel is found in some mosaics in the west, but many western mosaics substi-5 The origins of the concentric composition are discussed more fully in Westgate 1997-1998. 5 ),10 and it has been plausibly suggested that the technique of tessellated mosaic, in the west at least, was derived from the use of tesserae in opus signinum.11 The decoration of opus signinum pavements continued to have a considerable influence on the design of Italian mosaics in the late Hellenistic period and beyond.
This influence was probably encouraged by the fact that pebble mosaic seems not to have been widespread in the west. The majority of surviving pebble mosaics are in the east, in Greece and the islands, Asia Minor, and the Black Sea area. Only one is known in Sicily, at Motya,12 and a few in Magna Grae-9 E.g., the Hellenistic baths at Megara Hyblaia are paved throughout in opus signinum decorated with simple scatters and grids of white tesserae; across the broad opening between rooms d and f is a band marked out on either side by a single row of tesserae with a dense fill of colored stone chips. The doorway of room c is paved with white chips set closely to form a continuous surface and is decorated with green tesserae arranged at regular intervals.
10 The threshold mosaic between rooms d and g of the baths at Megara Hyblaia is a checkerboard of black, white, and red tesserae (Vallet et al. 1983 , 53, figs. 39, 41); it must predate the destruction of the city in 214. An early tessellated threshold from Gela, decorated with a black-andwhite meander (now lost), is based on the same principle cia,13 all of rather poor quality and later than the main development of pebble mosaic in the east. Opus signinum, on the other hand, is rare in the Hellenistic east. The design of eastern tessellated mosaics is therefore derived directly from the pebble mosaic tradition and is thus more dependent on the type of composition originally designed for the Classical andron, with its single central "carpet" and threshold mat in front of the door (fig. 2) .
The eastern and western "schools" of mosaic are also distinguished by certain technical features. In the east, the tesserae in undecorated areas are almost always set in rows parallel to the walls of the room ( fig. 6 ), whereas western mosaicists often laid the tesserae in diagonal rows, at 45? to the walls (fig. but led into an andron paved in white stone chips rather than opus signinum (von Boeselager 1983, 24-6, pl. iii.6). This may be even earlier than the mosaic at Megara Hyblaia, as it probably dates from before the sack of Gela in 282. 16 Apart from the pavements in the House of the Consul Attalus described below, the only two eastern appearances of opus sectile are both thought to be post-Hellenistic replacements for original centerpieces in tessellation: one is in a mosaic from Rhodes (Dreliossi 1990 Finally, another difference between east and west is in the subsidiary materials used in combination with mosaic. In the finest pavements in both east and west the whole surface is made of squared tesserae, but it was common for customers to economize by having parts of the floor done in a cheaper material. of Greek artists and craftsmen into Italy in the second century B.C., it is hard not to imagine that Greek mosaicists from Magna Graecia or Sicily, and perhaps further afield, might have been commissioned to work at Pompeii, bringing their native techniques with them. Certainly the work of at least one Greek mosaicist has been found at Pompeii: two panels from the Villa of Cicero are signed by Dioskourides of Samos, although, for reasons that will be discussed below, they do not prove that Dioskourides actually visited Italy. Moreover, lead strips do appear in at least one early mosaic at a non-Greek site on the Italian mainland.37
The absence of lead strips at Pompeii may be partly explained by their usual function in tessellated mosaic as an aid to accurate laying of patterns: they were slotted into guidelines incised in the penultimate layer of mortar to mark out the areas to be filled in by the mosaicist38 and therefore were used mainly in geometric motifs such as meanders and waves rather than in figured scenes. 39 There are a few exceptions: lead strips outlining figures as well as geometric patterns are found on three tessellated mosaics in Alexandria, the pavements with Erotes and wrestlers (supra n. 14), and another from the library site, depicting a dog (Guimier-Sorbets 1998, 271-2, fig. 4 ). This might be an indication that they date fairly early in the development of tessellated mosaic, when techniques were still close to those used in pebble mosaic (where strips were used for the outlines and internal contours of figures). Another mosaic in Alexandria, the bust of Alexandria by Sophilos 46Tammisto 1997, 376-7, no. DM1, pl. 31 (top). Opinions vary as to whether it is Hellenistic or Hadrianic; it has even been suggested that it is the original (Donderer 1991). Two copies of the same composition exist, on a mosaic at Ferrara and a gem in Munich, but the authenticity of both is in doubt (Parlasca 1963 Two fish mosaics from Pompeii (figs. 14, 15), however, are more alike than any of the others and may give us an insight into the way in which these scenes were created. They seem to be by different hands, but the similarities between them are close enough to suggest a shared prototype: the central group of the octopus and the spiny lobster is almost identical in both, though the position of the murena varies; both include the little bird, in the same position; and some of the fish appear in the same place on both. In view of their common provenance, it is possible that these mosaics were based on the same set of cartoons, perhaps by different mosaicists in the same 1977, figs. 12, 14) . 56 The emblema was reused in the "Casa Romana," a house of the third century A.D.; now in Kos Museum (Meyboom 1977, 67, figs. 18, 18a on pl. 56) . By using a repertoire of genres, motifs, and stock types, sometimes copying from specific originals 60 Naples, Museo Nazionale no. 109371, from Pompeii, Casa del Granduca di Toscana (IX.2.27); and Chantilly, Musee Conde, probably also from Pompeii (Tammisto 1997 , 391-3, nos. DF1, DF2, pl. 38 ). There are also several painted versions of the same basic composition in Naples Museum that depict fruit, seafood (including the spiny lobster and murena), shells, dead birds, and glass vessels (De Franciscis et al. 1991, figs 118, 153, 154, 155) . 61 E.g., two mosaics of the first century B.C. from Rome: an emblema from via Sistina 111 (Tammisto 1997 . 62 The literary allusion is of course not the sole point of the mosaic: the masks and the rich garland of leaves and fruit linking them were presumably also intended to convey an impression of plenty, luxury, and hedonistic living; compare the effect of the decorated capitals described by Zanker (1998, 37) . 63 E.g., the two emblemata by Dioskourides, and the mask-and-garland borders of the "Tiger-Rider" mosaic from the Casa del Fauno, triclinium 34 (Naples, Museo Nazionale, no. 9991: Pernice 1938, pl. 59) and the dove mosaic from VIII. 2.34 (fig. 13) . 5, 1.4.3, 1.6.2, 1.8.2, 1.9.2, 1.10.3) , then comtwo emblemata have probably been exaggerated by the extensive restoration of the latter, which includes the heads of all but one of the figures (Parlasca 1958, 157-8) .
65 As argued, e.g., by Dickmann (1997 
METHODS OF MOSAIC PRODUCTION
The serial production of suitable images was facilitated by the method of manufacture, whereby many of the early figured panels at Pompeii were laid on stone or terra-cotta backing slabs, or in trays with raised edges, rather than set directly into the pavement. Prefabrication itself was not an innovation: the term emblema implies that it was usual for panels to be made off-site for insertion into the pavement, and recent reexcavation of the mosaics in Palace V at Pergamon has confirmed that this method of production was in use before the middle of the second century B.C.66 But solid trays seem to have been introduced earlier in Italy than in the east, which suggests that portability was a high priority for Italian customers.67 A tray or tile would have minimized the risk of damage in transit, as well as making it easier for the panel to be lifted and reused when the decor was updated.
The panels, therefore, could have been made entirely independently of the floors in which they were set. There is very little evidence for the organization of mosaic production in the Hellenistic world, but it 66 Three panels set in the pavement of the North-West Room had bases consisting of shells in a mortar matrix, whereas the remainder of the floor had the usual foundation of stones (Salzmann 1991 , 436, fig. 2 ). This backing was presumably designed to reduce the weight of the panels, but it seems unlikely to have been very robust. 67 The earliest known tray emblema in the east is probably one from Kom Truga ( the emblemata were generally made to order or whether they could be bought ready-made: two small mosaic panels, set in travertine trays, were found in a shop at Pompeii (VII.13.23) along with a collection of bronzes and have been interpreted as stock for sale.73
In view of the stylistic and thematic connections between emblemata at Pompeii and elsewhere in the Hellenistic world, it is likely that the earliest panels were made by Greek or Greek-trained craftsmen. There is good evidence for mosaicists travelling long distances in the late Hellenistic period; for example, a mosaic on Delos is signed by [Askle]piades from Arados in Syria (Delos 210), and a recently discovered pavement at Segesta in Sicily bears the signature of Dionysios from Alexandria.74 As the emblemata were designed to be easily portable, it was not even necessary for the master mosaicist to work nearby, and some panels may well have been imported: the two signed by Dioskourides are set in marble trays, which suggests that they did not originate in Italy.75 Others are in trays of Italian travertine, a clear indication of local manufacture.76 Most, however, seem to have been in terra-cotta trays, which cannot be easily provenanced.
The plainer surrounds, on the other hand, are often of local types. Several of the early emblemata are set in pavements of large, irregular stones, polished smooth, which were very common all over Pompeii in the period of the First Style.77 In the Casa del Fauno, the colored pavements of this type surrounding the emblemata in the alae (29, 30; fig. 11 ) are probably contemporary with the pavement of irregular rectangular tesserae in cubiculum 31, which is also a characteristically western technique. It seems likely that the surrounds were made by local craftsmen; they could not be prefabricated, and presum- Daszewski (1985, 19 , n. 40) only stones from the outer parts of the pavements were examined, so it cannot be assumed that the emblemata were also made locally.
77 The stones are generally larger and chunkier than those in eastern chip mosaics, which tend to be more splinter-shaped; they may be white, as in the surrounds of the fish emblemata in the Casa del Fauno (room 35) and ably it was less economical to bring Greek workmen to Campania to do such unskilled work. The use of local craftsmen to make the surrounds would also explain the total absence of lead strips from the few geometric borders that were laid in situ.
CONCLUSION
The early Pompeian mosaics are certainly Hellenistic in the broadest sense, but they represent a very specialized strand in Hellenistic art that catered to Italian demand for copies and pastiches of Greek art; they are distinct from the contemporary mosaics found at Greek sites. It cannot be assumed, however, that the introduction of mosaics elsewhere in Italy was driven by exactly the same tastes and motives: other Italian sites, notably Arpi and Fregellae, have yielded early tessellated mosaics that seem closer to Greek prototypes.
At Pompeii the initial influx of Greek emblemata was followed, in the earliest phase of the Second Style, by a fashion for pavements that more closely resembled Greek mosaics in their overall design, with more extensive geometric decoration in bright colors, often creating very pronounced three-dimensional effects. In the Casa del Fauno, for example, the pavement in room 42, which is thought to be slightly later than the First Style mosaics, consists of an emblema framed with a three-dimensional meander, set in a surround of white tessellation with an outer border of black-and-white wave pattern in the Greek style. The emblema showed a lion in sharply foreshortened perspective, as if it was about to leap out of the pavement; this seems to have been a popular conceit at the time as it appears in at least two other contemporary mosaics.78 Some Second Style pavements have decorated "carpets" with geometric the Casa dei capitelli colorati (VII.4.31/51, room 25), or multicolored, as in the Casa di Cipius Pamphilus (VII.6.38, room 29). 78 The emblema was left in situ and is now destroyed (Baldassare 1994, 134, fig. 72 ). It is obviously impossible to tell whether it was made at the same time as the other emblemata in the house and reused in this pavement, although it may be significant that this and the erotic scene in room 28, which was also set in a Second Style pavement, are both in trays, unlike the other figural mosaics in the house. The group of similar lion mosaics has recently been studied by Auriemma (1995) . The other versions are both dated to the period of the Second Style: one from the Casa delle colombe a mosaico (VIII.2.34), triclinium o (Naples, Museo Nazionale, no. 114282: Auriemma 1995, fig. 5 ), where the lion has defeated a leopard, and the other from Teramo (Pernice 1938, pls. 6.1, 58.1), where it is struggling with a snake; in the latter pavement the emblema is set in a three-dimensional design imitating a coffered ceiling. 
